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Abstract
Blisks also known as bladed disks are designed to be cyclic structures. However, tolerances in the manufactur-

ing and assembling processes and wear originate a loss of symmetry. This phenomenon is called mistuning effect.
These imperfections inherently influence the dynamic behaviour of the rotor. It turns out that they can drastically
influence the forced response levels. These imperfections could cause large increases in stress and vibration am-
plitudes. Hence the demand for computationally effective methods to predict and quantify such systems is of great
interest to the manufacturers of turbine engines. Due to the spatial confinement of vibration energy, certain blades
in a mistuned system can suffer damage by significant forced-response vibration amplitudes compared to the ideal
(tuned) system.In the absence of mistuning the dynamics of blisks is fully determined from that of a small portion,
typically a bladed sector. For this reason mistuning was investigated by lumped models in the past. Nowadays full
scale finite element models are available. They take advantage of modelling the shape and flexibility of the blades
in a realistic manner. The mistuning effect is often idealized by a modification of mass and stiffness distribution
inside the blades. This can be achieved by random mass and stiffness variations or fuzzy variables. In this study
the effect of stiffness mistuning on the forced response of a rotating blisk excited by different engine orders is
investigated. Uncertainties in rotors arise for example from in-use wear of the blades, temperatur fluctuations and
from manufacturing tolerances.

1 Introduction
The effects of mistuning on the free and forced response of blisks is of great interest. The theoretical back-

ground of tuned disks is related to circulant matrices [20]. In the early days lumped-parameter models [18, 26,
27, 30, 32] have been used to investigate various kinds of mistuning. However most of these studies neglected
the effects due to rotation. Nowadays quite complex threedimensional models are available [1, 13, 22, 25]. They
take advantage of modelling the shape and flexibility of the blades in a realistic manner. The mistuning effect is
often idealized by a modification of mass and stiffness distribution inside the blades. A simplifying assumption is
often used when modeling mistuning, namely, that mistuning is proportional [15]. That means that the physical
variations in each sector are considered to be proportional to the mass and/or stiffness matrices of the tuned sector.
Mistuning is introdced in several ways e.g. by random mass and stiffness variations [26, 28] or fuzzy variables
[8]. A blade to blade variation of damping is analyzed in [9]. Geometric mistuning is discussed in [2, 5, 31].
Aerodynamic effects as well as friction dampers are neglected here and can be found elsewhere [23, 24]. Even
more sophisticated multistage disk models can be handled [10, 11, 33].

The blisk geometry is taken from [16] and has been modeled and analyzed using the PERMAS finite element
program [34]. The disk has 20 blades evenly spaced around the cicumference. The Youngs modulus of even
and odd blade numbers will be chosen as random parameters, respectively. Beside the geometric and centrifugal
stiffness matrix, the Coriolis matrix is taken into account [19]. Different engine order excitations are considered in
a forced response, whereas unbalance loads are usually neglected.

2 Equations of motion
The governing equations of motion that describes a rotor system in a co-rotating reference frame is given by

M ü+ (D +Dc) u̇+ (K +Kg +Kz)u = R(t), (1)
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where M denotes the mass matrix, D viscous damping matrix. Dc Coriolis matrix. Kz centrifugal stiffness
matrix, Kg geometric stiffness matrix, K structural stiffness matrix and R(t) external forces. The first compu-
tation step is a static analysis for the basic model to determine the stress distribution under centrifugal loads. It
is a prerequisite for the calculation of the geometric stiffness matrix Kg . The next step is the calculation of real
eigenmodes Y =

[
y1 . . . yr

]
, including geometric and centrifugal stiffness matrices

M Y = (K +Kg +Kz) Y Λ, Λ =

λ1 . . .
λr

 , λi =
1

ω2
i

, M ∈ Rn×n. (2)

The number of eigenfrequencies and modeshapes is equal to the number of degrees of freedom n of the system.
However, engineering experiences indicate that only the first few eigenmodes are required to obtain the response
with sufficient accuracy, i.e. (r � n). For a perfectly tuned system, the number of repeated eigenvalue sets equals
(n − 1)/2 and (n − 2)/2 for odd and even number of blades n [32]. Additional matrices due to rotation are
requested by a so-called $ADDMATRIX block in PERMAS, i.e.

$ADDMATRIX

GEOSTIFF CENTRISTIFF CORIOLIS

The equations of motion (1) are transformed into modal space

M̃ η̈ +
(
D̃ + D̃c

)
η̇ +

(
K̃ + K̃g + K̃z

)
η = R̃(t) (3)

by means of u = Y η. The complex eigenvalue problem

λ

[
−M̃ O
O Ir

]
z =

[
D̃ + D̃c K̃ + K̃g + K̃z

Ir O

]
z, z =

[
λη
η

]
(4)

is repeatedly solved in modal state-space for various rotational speeds of the blisk to achieve the relation between
eigenfrequencies and rotational speed. A mode tracking algorithm is implemented in order to sort the complex
eigenvalues.

3 Reliability analysis
The stochastic analysis of a design assumes some properties of a structure or the loads to be uncertain, knowing

only the characteristics of their probability distributions. The procedure in a reliability analysis comprises the
following steps.

Definition of uncertain quantities like physical, geometrical or loads in structural analysis by basic variables.
Definition of limit state (or failure) functions related to quantities of a structural analysis.
Calculation of the probability of failure for each limit state function.

Several reliablity methods are available in PERMAS. FORM and SORM are not applicable here due to missing
derivatives. Therefore we focus on adaptive Monte Carlo simulations. In the context of mistuned blisks Monte
Carlo simulations are used in [12]. A large number of simulations will provide an appropriate estimate for the
probability of failure. Rough estimates of failure probabilities can be obtained with

m = 10(PF )−1. (5)

Therefore, investigations of failure probabilities in the regime of 10−5 to 10−8 may require a million to a billion
trials for even rough estimates [7]. However, time and the power of computers are limited. In order to achieve
an acceptable level of accuracy an upper bound of the coefficient of variation for the probability of failure can be
defined. Alternative computational options are crude Monte Carlo and RSM [4].
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Table 1: Geometrical and physical properties of the blisk

Blades Disk

Spanwise length [m] 2.159 10−1 −

Chordwide width [m] 1.651 10−1 −

Thickness [m] 1.524 10−2 1.651 10−1

Outer diameter [m] - 5.1816 10−1

Inner diameter [m] - 7.62 10−2

Stagger angle [ ◦ ] 60 -

Poisson ratio 0.3 0.3

Youngs modulus [Pa] X1, X2 1.1024 1011

Density [kg m−3] 4.5 103 4.5 103

Modal damping 0.01 0.01

Rotor speed [rpm] 10700 10700

4 Example
The topology of the example is taken from [17]. The blisk consists ofN = 20 blades. Each blade is discretized

by 5808 linear hexaeder elements, whereas the hollow disc is idealized through 50688 hexaeder elements. LOADA
elements on the surface of the model might be used to extract element stresses on the hull. The coupling of the
blades and discs is achieved by a multipoint constraint ($MPC ISURFACE) definition. Displacements at the inner
bore diameter are suppressed, i.e. u = v = w = 0. The finite element model consists of a total of n = 610416
degrees of freedom.

Figure 1: Idealized 20-bladed disk

4.1 Free vibration
The real eigenfrequencies of the tuned system are depicted in Fig (2). Spectral gaps are inherently present in

case of a tuned blisk. Certain mode shapes can be identified from an associated strain energy distribution plot Fig.
(3). Each column represents an eigenfrequency of the rotating system. It becomes apparent that the first mode
(first column) in Fig. (3) is characterised by a uniform contribution of all blades. The associated mode is shown in
Fig. (6(a)). A nodal diameter plot is given in Fig. (5). It turns out that the eigencurves in the Campbell diagram
are subjected to a modal spreading effect [16] in case of a mistuned blisk Fig.(7(b)).
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Figure 2: Cyclic frequencies of the tuned blisk (Ω = 10700 rpm

Figure 3: Strain energy distribution of the tuned disk for mode shapes 1-20 (Ω = 10700 rpm)

4.2 Forced response
A unit force (characterized by a red arrow in Fig. (1)) normal to each blade surface was applied to one of

the nodes at the tip of each blade. Engine order excitation is the effective travelling wave excitation that a blisk
experiences as it rotates through the unsteady flow [14]. Thus the forcing function was assumed to be harmonic in
time and differs only in phase from blade to blade. The phase at the i−th blade is given by

Θi =
2π C (i− 1)

N
, (6)

where C is the (integer) engine order of excitation and

Θ = 2π
C

N
(7)
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Figure 4: Strain energy distribution of the tuned disk for mode shapes 21-40 (Ω = 10700 rpm)

Figure 5: Nodal diameter map of the rotating idealized 20-bladed disk(Ω = 10700 rpm)

denotes the interblade phase angle. The forced response of a fully mistuned blisk including 20 basis variables is
depicted in Fig (8(a)). The resonant peaks of the different blades are very widespread as opposed to the tuned
blisk. Moreover, there is a remarkable response amplification of the mistuned bladed disk as opposed to the tuned
blisk [29]. Thus the variable of interest is the maximum blade response.

4.3 Mistuning
Mistuning is introduced by changes in Young’s moduli of blades. In order to reduce the number of basic

variables we assume that there are only two distinct nominal blades, type A and type B, arranged in the alternating
pattern ABAB . . . AB as depicted in Fig. 1. The statistical parameters of the basic variables are listed in Table 2.
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(a) Umbrella mode (b) Torsion mode

(c) Blisk bending mode

Figure 6: Different mode shapes of the tuned disk (Ω = 10700 rpm)

(a) Tuned blisk (b) Mistuned blisk

Figure 7: Campbell diagrams

All variables are assumed to be independent and normally distributed. The limit state function

g(X) = wmax − w(X) (8)

is defined as the difference between the maximum normal tip displacement amplitude at two adjacent blades and
a threshold value wmax measured in millimeters. By convention the failure domain is defined as the set {F} =
{g(X) ≤ 0}. The limit state surface g(X) = 0 separates failure and survival domain. Fig. (9) illustrates the limit
state surface. Each dot denotes a sampling point. The probability of failure PF may be defined by the following
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(a) Tuned blisk (b) Fully mistuned blisk

Figure 8: Forced response of an ideal bisk and a fully mistuned blisk with 20 basic variables (Ω = 10700 rpm)

Table 2: Statistical properties of random variables

Variable Type of distribution Units Mean value µ Standard deviation σ

X1 Normal [Pa] 1.1024 1011 1.1024 1010

X2 Normal [Pa] 1.1024 1011 1.1024 1010

Figure 9: Limit state surface obtained by an adaptive Monte Carlo simulation

integral:

PF =

∫
g(X)≤0

fX(x)dx, (9)
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where fX(x) is the joint probability density function of the random variables X . The integral in (9) is usually
rewritten by means of an indicator function

I[g(X)] =

{
1 g(X) ≤ 0
0 g(X) > 0

, (10)

where the integration domain is changed to the entire sample space ofX:

PF =

∫
I[g(X)] fX(x)dx. (11)

Thus an estimator of the failure probability is given by

P̃F =
1

N

N∑
j=1

I[g(X) ≤ 0]. (12)

By the strong law of large numbers, this sample mean converges almost surely to the integral (11) asN approaches
to infinity. During simulation, after each sample the reliability data are written on ASCII files. The reliability
analysis for one failure function is stopped if reliability is determined with the desired covariance of simulation
Fig (10). The relation between the probability of failure PF and the reliability index β is given by

PF = Φ(−β) = 1− Φ(β), (13)

where Φ(.) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal variate. The coefficient of variation (CV)
is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation σ to the mean µ.

Figure 10: Intermediate results of an adaptive Monte Carlo simulation
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5 Conclusion
The mistuning effect on the free and forced response is studied by a reliability approach. The failure probability

for a mistuned blisk is computed by an adaptive Monte Carlo method. All the necessary tools are provided by
PERMAS/VisPER to perform reliability analyses in a seamless process chain.
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